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3-PARAMETRIC ROBOT MANIPULATOR 
WITH INTERSECTING AXES 
JERZY Gi\DEK, Szczecin 
(Received March 9, 1992) 
Summary. A p-parametric robot manipulator is a mapping g of Rp into the homoge-
neous space P = (C6 x CQ)/ Diag(C6 x Cg) represented by the formula y(ui,U2>- « • ,v>p) = 
exp(uiK1) • . . . • exp(txpK
p), where CQ is the Lie group of all congruences of E% and 
X , X , . . . , Xp are fixed vectors from the Lie algebra of C6-
In this paper the 3-parametric robot manipulator will be expressed as a function of ro-
tations around its axes and an invariant of the motion of this robot manipulator will be 
given. 
Most of the results presented here have been obtained during the author's stay at Charles 
University in Prague. 
Keywords: Differential geometry, kinematic geometry, robotics 
A MS classification: 
INTRODUCTION 
A robot manipulator can be defined as a system of links or arms which can rotate 
or translate with respect to each other and where the movement of each link is 
independent of the movements of the remaining ones. The number p of moving 
links is called the degree of freedom of the robot manipulator. The last link of the 
robot manipulator is called the effector; of special interest here is the position and 
movement of the effector with respect to the base of the robot manipulator. Points 
connected with the effector constitute a Euclidean space E$ which is called the 
moving space; the Euclidean space connected with the base of the robot manipulator 
is called the fixed space and is denoted by E$. 
Of importance here is the motion of E% with respect to E3 which is generated by 
the motion of links of the robot manipulator. The actual motion depends on time, so 
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it is a one-parametric motion in the Euclidean space. The links can move indepen-
dently of each other; the possible positions of the effector depend on p parameters. 
Because the focus of this paper is the geometry of the motion of the robot ma-
nipulator, a geometric definition will be used. The p-parametric robot manipulator 
is a product of p rotations or translations of the space. 
The following definitions are introduced. Orthonormal frames 
R=(Dj1,f2,h)inE3 and R = (0,/! , /2 , /3) in E3 
are chosen. A p parametric motion in the Euclidean space is given if R is given with 
respect to R as a function of p variables. Thus it can be written as R(ui) = R-g(ui), 
where Ui are parameters, i = 1,2,... ,p and g(uA = ( . . , where t(ui) = 
\t(Ui) l(Ui)J' 
(ti(ui), t2(ui),tz(ui)) and 7(1*1) G 5(9(3). This means that g(u{) is an element from 
the Lie group C6 of all orientation preserving congruences of the Euclidean space. 
Other frames in E3 and E3 can be chosen as basic ones. 
Let R = Rigi, R = Rigi; then R — Rg implies R\ = -Rigiggf1. This means that 
motions g(ui) and gig(ui)^]"1 have to be considered as equivalent. In the set of all 
congruences from E3 to E3, there is an action of the group C6 x C6 determined by 
the rule 
(9i,9i) '9 = 9199T1-
The set of all congruences from E3 to E3 is the homogeneous space P = (C6 x 
C6)/Diag(C6 x C6), where an element (g,g) G Diag(C6 x C6) for g G G can be 
identified with g G C6. The natural projection is n: (C6 x C6) -> P, the formula 
for which is (gi,gi) •-> gigf1. The homogeneous space P is identical with C6 as 
a manifold, but the multiplication in C6 is omitted. 
The Lie algebra of C6 is denoted as L. It can be viewed as the Lie algebra of 
matrices X = ( 1, where z = (z\,Z2,z3)
T and y is a 3 x 3 skew-symmetric 
V* yJ 
matrix 
( 0 -2/3 2/2 
2/3 0 -2/x 
-2/2 2/1 0 
written in a 3-column form y = (2/1,2/2.2/3)T and symbolically, X = (y;z). 
Let (y,z) be the ordinary scalar product in Rn. On L there are two invariant 
quadratical forms, the Killing form K(X, X) -= (y, y) and the Klein form Kl(X, X) = 
(y,z). Each X G L generates a one parametric subgroup exp(£K), t G R, which in 
general is a screw motion around the straight line A = y x z + \y, A G R , where 
K(X,X) is the angular velocity and Kl(X, X)/K(X, X) is the pitch. It is shown 
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in paper [1] that exp(tX) is translation iff K(X, X) = 0, and it is a rotation iff 
K(X, K) 7- 0 and Kl(X, X) = 0. 
We continue with the following two definitions: 
Definition 1 . A p-dimensional motion in E3 is an immersion g of a p-dimensional 
manifold M into the homogeneous space P. 
Definition 2. A robot manipulator with p degrees of freedom is any map equiv-
alent to the map 
g: Rp -> P: (ui,...,up) i-> e x p ^ i K
1 ) • . . . • exp(upX
p), 
where X{ e L, X{ 7- 0 and any identification of P with C6 is used. Paper [1] 
illustrated the p-parametric robot manipulator as a p-dimensional motion. 
We repeat some of the arguments from [1] because of the notions which will be 
used later in this paper. 
Let g: M —> P be a p dimensional motion, RQ and Ro are chosen fixed frames in 
E3 and E3, respectively. 
By a lift of the motion g we understand any pair of frames R(m) in E3 and R(m) 
in E3 such that g(m)R(m) = R(m) for each m G M. 
For any lift of g we obtain 
dR = R • ip, dR = R • ip, 
where ip and ip are two copies of the Maurer-Cartan canonical 1-form on CQ. New 
forms uo = | ((p - ip), f]0 = |(<p — ip) are introduced. 
The integrability conditions then have the form 
dcJo + 770 A uo + wo A 770 = 0; dr70 + 770 A 770 + LO0 A u0 = 0, 
where A denotes the matrix wedge product. 
Further, if R, R is a lift of g, then any other lift is H7, # 7 , where 7 € CQ. 
For the corresponding forms Q0 and 770 we obtain 
uo = ad1-iUo\ fjo = ad1-\r]o + 7
_ 1 ^7. 
Additionally, let g(m) by any motion given by the matrix representation g(m). Then 
the pair R0, Ro-g(m) is its lift by definition. Because dR = 0 and dR = RQ- dg(m) = 
R • g~l dg(m), we have (p0 = g~
l dg(m), ip0 = 0. 
Therefore this special lift satisfies uo = | g - 1 dg-
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The following lemma was proved in paper [1]. Let X1,... ,XP be linearly inde­
pendent in L. Then there exists a neighbourhood U(0) of 0 in Up such that the 
p-parametric robot g(ui) is a p-dimensional motion on U(0). 
1. AXES OF THE ROBOT MANIPULATOR 
In what follows we will consider 3-parametric motions only. In such a case one 
can write the forms UJQ and 770 in the matrix form 
(1) " * = ( ! ! ! ) ' % = ( ° - °)« 
where 
( 0 -U>3 LJ2 \ / 0 -773 772 
^3 0 - C J I J , 77 = 773 0 -7/1 
-W 2 Wi 0 / \-77 2 77i 0 
t? = (t?it? 2 i? 3)
T, 7r = (7ri7r27r3)
T; 
1-forms u;*, i?i, 77i, 7T; are of the form 
3 3 
(2) Ui = 5 3 ai3 d u j » $i = 5 3 C*J d M i ' 
i = i i = i 
3 3 
77i = 5 3 6*i d w i > ^ = 5 3 «fo dui' 
j=\ 3=1 
In [4] it is prove that in the general case we can choose a lift of the motion g such 
that 6 is diagonal, di = ViUi. Such a lift is called the canonical lift g. 
In the next part we shall compute the forms uo» 7̂o for the canonical lift of a 3-
parametric robot manipulator given by axes Oi, 0 2 , 0 3 , where Oi and 0 2 intersect 
and the unit vectors of axes Oj, i = (1,2,3) are linearly independent. 
We shall write forms CJ, 77, 1/, 7T in the form 
(3) oj = ^r,Aidui, 77 = 5 3 ^ ^ ^ 
i=\ i=\ 
3 3 
tj = 53c ťdtiť, 7r = 5 3 ^ d ^ 7 
t = i 
where 
(4) A1 = {ац, a2i, a3i)
T, Bl = (bu, b2i, b3i)
T, 
& = (си,с 2.,сз.)
т, F* = (fiufvJsif. 
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Let a = (at); /? = (ft) be two vector forms. One can define the form 7 = a x /3, 
where 7* = £ijkOj A/3k, i,j,k = 1,2,3 and £;JA: is the sign of the permutation i, 3, k. 
Then the integrability condition can be written in the form 
(5) du = -UJ x 77; d77 = -\[r) x 77 + cj x c-J], 
dd = -T) x d - UJ x n-, dn = -r) x it - u x d 
where u0 = (^;$), Vo = (^;TT). In view of (3), (4) and (5), the following system of 
equations is obtained: 





c) — = F x C j - Bj x ^ + ^ x Fj - Aj x F{ 
OUj OUi 
8F{ dFl  
d) -7— = Bl x F3 - B3 x Fl + Ax x C3 - A3 x Cl, 
OUj OUi 
where i < 3, i = 1,2,3; i = 2,3. 
Theorem 1. The position of axes 0\,02, O3 of a 3-parametric robot manipulator 
depends on the variable u^ only. 
P r o o f . It is proved in [1] that the vector (A1, Cl) yields the Plucker coordinates 
of the axis Oi of the robot manipulator in the canonical lift g. Ai is the unit vector 
of the axis Oi, i = 1,2,3. 
Let Ui be the angle revolution around the axis Oi. 
Let X1 be the Plucker coordinates of Oi. Then X{ e L and 
(7) Xi = (Ai;Ci) z = l ,2 ,3 . 
The Killing form yields 
(8) K(Xi,X3) = (Ai,Aj) = cosvk, 
where ipk is the angle of Oi and Oj, i,j, k = 1,2,3 and k 7-= i, k 7-= 3, i ^ j . Since the 
Klein form of the vectors X% is given in the form 
(9) Kl(X\X3) = (A\C3) + (A3,Cl) = ±dksin<pk, 
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where dk = g(Oi, Oj) is the distance between the axes Oi and Oj, j = 1,2,3, i ^ k, 
j zfi k, i 7-= j , therefore 
(10) Kl(Xl,X2) = 0 and Kl(X2,X3) = const. 
In the canonical lift we have 
(<*>i; vi^i \ ^ 2 5 ^2^2 j = (<*>,#). 
W3; ^ 3 ^ 3 / 
It follows from (3) and (11) that vA{ = Cx and 
( vi 0 0 0 v2 0 
0 0 V3, 




VjUJj = t ? j = ^ C j i d i X i , 
i = i 
it follows that 
VA1 = (viUi,V2CJ2,V3L)3)
T. 
The vectors A1, i = 1,2,3 are linearly independent; therefore, they form a basis and 
the vectors C l = vA% can be expressed as 
3 
(13) Ci = vAi = Y,^J-
j=i 
N o t a t i o n . 
shкDfc = 5fc, sin2гx2 = 52, 
cos фk = C*, cos 2îІ2 = c2. 
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Computation yields 
(14) a) (vA\A{) = \[(vA\A{) + (A\vA*)] 
= \[(Ci,Ai) + (Ai,Ci)} 
= \Kl(Xi,Xi)=0 
and 
b) (vA\Aj) = \[(vA\Aj) + (vAj,A{)] 
= \[(Cl, A*)+ (&,#)] 
= \Kl(X\X^) = \dkSk. 
Taking (i,j,k) as the permutations of the set (1,2,3) we obtain 
(15) (vA{,Ai) = \dkSk. 
The equalities ds = 0, d\Si = const., d2S2 = k(u2) together with the formulas (8), 
(13) and (15) imply that the coordinates s*. are functions of one variable u2 and, 
further, 
(16) (5 - ViE)M{ = 0, 
where S = (s*-) is a 3 x 3 matrix, the upper index denotes the row of the matrix S, 
the matrix E is the 3 x 3 unit matrix and Mx := (an, ai2, ais)
T. 
It is known that the system of linear equations (16) has a non-zero solution iff the 
characteristic polynomial det(5 — ViE) = 0; therefore, Vi = Vi(sij(u2)) = Vi(u2) and 
as a consequence, 
aij — aij(u2) and Cij = Cij(u2). 
For further use we denote 
w i ; = ( C < 1*) and *':=(£ £)• 
In paper [1] the following result proved: 
Theorem. Let a p-dimensional motion g: M —>  CQ be a robot manipulator. Then 
there exists a system of coordinates u\,..., up such that for 
v v 
(17) cJo = ^2 uCl ^W a ' Vo = ^2va dua 
a = l a = l 
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we have 
g = [u/\.7"] fera-1,2 p, 
where the bracket means the Lie bracket in L. Formula (17) yields the relations 
dA% BCl 
(18) — = A1' x Bj, —- = AixFi-Bix C\ 
OU{ OU{ 
Because the coordinates of vectors A1 and Cl, i = 1,2,3, depend on the variable u<i 
only, we have 
dA1 _ dA3 _ 
dui du3 
and in view of (18) we obtain 
(19) A1 x B1 = 0 and A3 x B3 = 0. 
Hence 
(20) B1=iiA1, B3 = KA3, 
where the functions (JL = fi(u\, 1/2,^3) and « = ^(^1,^2,^3) are functions of the 
variables ui, i = 1,2,3. 
On the other hand, substituting i = 1, j = 3 in formula (6) a) results in A1 xB3 — 
A3xB1 = 0 and further, in view of relation (14), we have (/c-h/i)(A1 x A3) = 0, which 
means that K, = —/x because A1, A3 are linearly independent vectors. Consequently, 
B1 = fiA1 and B3 = —fiA3 and differentiation with respect to u\, u<i yields 
___ = A
1 - ^ - , dBl = .11 9 M , 
9i/i chzi' 9i/3 c)u3' 
__L = _ A 3 _ ^ a ^ = A3/3M 
5iii 9 u i ' 9^3 du3 
From these equalities together with formula (6) b) one can obtain the quality 
<21> i^' + J^-a- .w.*) . 
Multiplying scalarly equality (21) first by A1 and next by A3 and taking into con-
sideration the fact that the scalar products (A1, A1) = (A3, A3) = 1 and that the 
vectors A1, A3 are linearly independent we obtain J^- = J^- = 0, which means that 
/i = fi(u2) and, consequently the coordinates of vectors B1 and B3 depend on the 
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variable u2 only. Similarly, one can prove that the coordinates of vectors B
2 and F%, 
i = 1,2,3 depend on the variable u2 only. 
Now we will concentrate on the special 3-parametric robot manipulator given by 
axes 0\, 02, 03 where 0\ and O2 intersect. We will choose a special system of 
coordinates, in which the expression for the axes 0\, 02, 03 will assume a very 
simple form (see Fig. 1). 
Fig. 1 
Here d\ = \OQ\ and S = \OP\, where the point O is the origin of the coordinate 
system, the point P is the intersection point of the axes 0\ and 02, Q is the inter-
section point of the axes O3 and Oy, and d2 is the distance between the axes 0\ and 
O3. The parametric equations of 0\, 02, 03 are given as follows: 
0\: (x,y,z-S)T = (tS3,0,tC3)
T; 
02:(x,y,z)
T = (0,0,t)T; 0 3 : (x,y - d\,z) = (-tS\,0,tC\)
T 
and t e R, where 0 3 rotates around 0 2 with the angle of rotation u2. 
In the next theorem we express the unit vectors of the axes 0\, 02, 03 in the 
canonical lift g. 
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T h e o r e m 2. The unit vectors A1, i = 1,2,3, of the robot manipulator axes in 
the canonical lift g are of the form 
( d*Si i \ 















/ ^ 2 J v-ky£\ 
2 (/+*)* 
\ c f 
\ (/2-fc2)Í / 
a = d\C\CsC2 — d\S\Ss — ó5iC3$2, 
b = d\C\C2 — SS\S2, 
C = d\C2 — á5iC i52 , 
k = d\C\S2 +(55ic 2 , 
/ = [d2 + (ó5i)2]^, 
C2 = C1C3 — S\S$C2, 
^252 = diCi53C2 + d\S\C$ — SS\S3S2; 
U2 is the angle of rotation around the axis O2. 
P r o o f . First we prove 
(23) C2 = C1C3 — 5i53C2, 
Č1252 = d\C\SsC2 + d\S\C$ — O"5i5352. 
There exists such a frame in E$ t h a t the vectors of the axes Oi and O3 are of the 
form 
i 1 = (5 3,o,C 3)
T, I 3 = (-5i,o,Ci)T. 
It has been proved in Theorem 1 t h a t the configuration of axes of the robot manipu­
lator depends only on t h e rotat ion around the axis O2. After making a rotat ion of 
angle Au2 around the axis O2, it can be seen t h a t the vector A
1 does not change and 
A1 =A\ 
A3 = UA3 = ( - 5 i c o s A u 2 , - 5 i s i n A i z 2 , C i )
T , 
where the matr ix U is of the form 
' cos \u2 — sin Xu2 0 \ 
U = \ sin A^2 cos Xu2 0 
0 0 1 / 
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Define vectors r = (0,0,S)T, s = (0,di ,0)T and 
q1 = r x A1, q3 = s x A3', 
as by the rotation around the axis 0 2 we have Ur = r and A
1 = A1 so after this 
rotation one gets the vector q1 = q1 = r x A1 = r x A1 = (0,o\S3,0)
T. Similarly the 
vector q3 = Uq3 = (diCi cos \u2,d\Ci sinAu2 ,diSi)
T is obtained. 
Denote the PKicker coordinates of the axis Oi by pi, i = 1,2,3, in the following 
way: 
p1 = (A
1;q1), p2 = l ( 5 ; 0 ) , p3 = (A
3;q3). 
di 
Then in view of the relations 
C2 = (A\A
3) and d2S2 = {A\q
3) + (A3^1) 
we obtain 
C2 = CiC3 - 5 iS 3 cos Au2, 
d2S2 = diC iS3 cos \u2 + di5iC3 - 5Si S3 sin Xu2. 
In view of (6), (8), (9), (10) and (16), after laborious calculations we obtain A = 2 
and the formulas for A1, i = 1,2,3 of the form (22). • 
Theorem 3. Let us write the axes 0\, 0 2 , 0 3 of the robot manipulator in the 
form 0{ = A
{ x C{ + tA\ Then C{ are given by (25) below. 
P r o o f . To determine vectors C% it is necessary and sufficient to calculate the 
elements of the diagonal matrix determined in (11). In view of formulas (13)-(15) 
the matrix S assumes the form 
/ nd2S2, md2S2, d2S2S% 
S = ^-j ndiSi, mdiSi, d iSiS 2 
\d2S2Sf +pd iS i , d i S i S | +pd2S2, mdiSi + nd2S2 t 
where A is a symmetric matrix of the form 
/ 1 C2 Ci \ 
A := C2 1 C3 , 
VCi C3 1 / 
which in view of (23) yields 
det A = SfSlsl; m = - 5 3 ( C i S 3 + 5iC3c2), 
n = Si53c2; p = -S i (5 iC 3 + CiS3c2), 
S2 = sin2 iff, s2 = sin2 2u2 i = 1, 2,3. 
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Note that de tS = 0, and the characteristic equation det(5 - ViE) = 0, i = 1,2,3 
implies that 
toA\ l ~ k l + k 
(24) vi = — — , v2 = - - - — , ^3 = 0 
where I and k have been determined in (22). 
Hence, from C% = vAl we conclude 
c3=^("('r , iJ-
In the monograph [2] (p. 68) the following theorem is proved. • 
2. INVARIANTS OF THE 3-PARAMETRIC MOTION 
Let UJ, 77, 9, ir be 1-form of a 3-parametric motion in the canonical lift g. Then we 
have 0i = ViUi and we can write 
3 3 
7]i = jT^Pijuy, ni = 2~ QijVj, where i/*, p ^ , g{j, 
j=i j = i 
i, j = 1,2,3 are invariants of the motion. In what follows we shall compute these 
invariants for the motion determined by our robot manipulator. 
To determine the invariants of the 3-parametric motion we prove 
Lemma 1, The vectors Bl, Fl, i = 1,2,3, are of the form 
diSi ((l-k)l2 (_+ 
(2/) JA (Z + fc) ' (Z -k ) 
(26) B - - A . B - A . B _ _ ^ _ _ , _ — ,0j , 
F1 = -C\ F3 = C3; 
2 _ di / l-k l + k 2(2.)sc2 N 
~ 2(2/)-«2 Ml + * ) - ' (l - * ) - ' (l2 - * 2 ) -5 i* 2 ' ' 
P r o o f . From the formula (6) and after some calculations we obtain 
B1 = -A1, B3 = A3, F1 = -C\ F3 = C3. 
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In the base A1, A2, A3 the vector B2 is of the form 
B2 = £>>!<, 
i= l 
thus from the formulas (6) a), (18) and from the fact that B1 = -A1, B3 = A3 we 
obtain the following system of equations: 
(27) ?f- = \2A






Scalar multiplication of the first equation of (27) by A3 and of the second equation 
of (27) by A3 and next by A1 yields the system of three linear equations with the 
unknowns A», i = 1,2,3, of the form 
(A\Ó^-) = {I + \2)\A\A\A% 
dii2 (*.£)~A,|ЛU-.Л-|. 
{#.g)-Ы#.*.лl. 
where \AX, A2, A3\ is the mixed product of the vectors A1, A2, A3. Thus 
-diSi(2kc 2 -bs2) (28) Ax = 
X2 = 
Aз = 
(i2 - k2)S3s2 ' 
-di[aSis2 - 2fc(5iC3c2 + 5 3 o i ) ] 
(l2 - k2)S3s2 
-2kdiS3 
(l2-k2)S3s2' 
where a, b, k, I are determined in (22). 
3 
In view of (28) and of the fact that B2 = J2 ^t-4l one obtains the vector B2 in 
t = i 
the form (26). Similarly the vector F2 is determined. • 
Theorem 4. The invariants of the 3-parametric motion g(u\ ,u2,u3) are given by 
the following formulas: 
fvx 0 0 
(29) P = (Pij), Q = (Qij) and v = ( 0 v2 0 
0 0 v3l 
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i, j = 1,2,3, where v\, v2, v^ axe determined in (24) and 
—d\w —1 r dilv _ -dïw _ - 1 г dţw 2 2 il 
P n - 2(1* - k^SгSssГ Pl2-~~~~kl-k)(l*-k>)h2~
Sз{l ~Һ)2У 
[ 1 12 did2S2 ~J~~)\ piз 2(Z + fc)J (l - f c ) S 3 s 2 ' 
^ = - 2 ^ [ a + f c ) a 2 І ! f c 2 ) b 2
+ 5 з ( ž 2 - f c 2 ) ì ] ' 
з d\d2S2 diw 
2(P - І~~~S3sl'
 ľZЗ~ L2(Z-fc)J (l + к)S3S2
, P22 = 0 „ , _ A O Í , „ , ftз = [—_ 
_ —dicw _ —diCíD 
P 3 1 " [2.(. + fc)]5(/2-fc2)S2S3sЗ'




P з 3 = (/2-fc2)SiS3;s
2 î ^11 = (/-fc)(/ + fc)2S352' 
'Z + fcчè diгö / 2! w did2SiS2 
ql2 = І 7 Г - 7 7 ^ uo\o „ » ^13 - f V (/2-fc2)S3s2' 
/ —fc\è diw = (—ì 
W + fc/ 
\l + kJ ( i 2 - f c 2 )S 3 ' 
ditӣ 
~ (/-fc)2(/ + fc)S3S2 
ЫB — 2аcdiS\ 
^~\JTk) +(/2-fc2)s3s2'
 922 
/ _ 2 _ _ \ 5 _ _ _ 2 _ _ _ _ 
- " ' - \i-k) ( /
2 - f c 2 ) S 3 '
 9 3 1 _ [2/(/ + fc)]i(/2-fc2)SiS3s2' 
biv — 2acdiSi _ ad\S\ 
Q32 = ~~~~~~~~~~~~72'
 g33=(/2-fc2)s3' 
where w := cd2S2-\-laS\S2i w := cd2S2-laS\s2y andc, d2S2,1, a, fc, b are determined 
in (22). 
P r o o f , The matrices A, B, C, F will be defined as follows: 
(30) A = (A1, A2, A3), B = (Bl,B2,B3), 
C = {Cl,C2,C3), F=(F1,F2,F3). 
Note that the matrices A, B, C, F are square matrices and det A^O. The forms v, 
rj, 6, - can also be written as 
(31) uo = A du, rj = B du, 9 = C du, n = Fdu, 
where du is the one-column matrix du = (dui, du2, d u 3 )
T . 
Since det A / 0 thus du == A~lu and we can express the forms 77, 6, n with the 
help of the form CJ as follows: 
(32) r] = BA~~u = Qu, 6 = CA~lu = vu, ~ = FA~lu = Pu, 
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where Q = (q{j) = BA~
l, P = (p{j) = FA'
1, i,j = 1,2,3. Because C = vA, 
we have 9 = CA~lu = VUJ. From Lemma 1, formulas (22), (26), (32) and [6] the 
statement of our theorem results. D 
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